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Greetings from the studio!
I don’t know about you, but one of the things I
love most about holidays is the quiet.

1. Original Artwork: The Audacity of the Jungle
2. Jungle Rain print and designer goodies

Today, it’s absolutely serene. I’ve been up since
the wee hours. I’ve been for a walk. I’ve done
everything I need to.

3. The Art of Adaption
4. New: Studio Gift Packs
5. Stock list

And now, everything is still. There is time to do
things just for myself. To think. Tinker. Dream.
Let my mind wander. Of course I love to do these
things all throughout the year, but it’s rarely this
peaceful.
There is such a busy-ness to modern life.
I hope that in this lovely time just as one year

Find me online

is closing out and we are starting to think about
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what may be in the new year, you, too, find a few
quiet, peaceful moments to simply be still. A few
moments to treasure just being with yourself.
Jordan x
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The Audacity
of the Jungle
The Audacity of the Jungle pictured both left right is
one of my original paintings. Jungle Rain, seen over
page, is a fine art print and design series featuring
the two egg-shaped elements at the top middle of
Audacity.
I like to think there’s a narrative in this concept of
an ‘artwork within an artwork’.
In our lives, we may create large bodies of work, but
within that body of work there will be some gem,
some element, that is worth paying attention to;
that can have an independent life of its own.
It’s the end of the year and I love to clean and get
rid of things before the new year starts. I have been
looking my old university art theory essays. I nearly
feel over with boredom reading them. It reminded
me that since that time, art making for me as largely
been a process of intuitive, experimental making,
and it’s also a way of understanding my own life.
In all that you do I invite you to enjoy both the the
big picture and the gems, those things that you
have created that tell your own story back to you,
and reveal the valuable lessons and insights that
have crystallised through the pocess of living life.

Audacity of the Jungle
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Audacity of the Jungle
1200cm high x 90cm wide.
AU$800

Shop Audacity
of the Jungle

latest print

Perfect
for gifts!

Shop ‘jungle rain’ designer goodies

X-LARGE
ART PRINT
$64.99

NEW PRODUCT!

WALL CLOCK $31.99

shop the clock

NEW PRODUCT!

COASTERS FROM $15.00

shop the coasters

SERVING TRAYS FROM $39.00

NEW PRODUCT!

shop the tray

Jungle Rain is a gallery quality Giclée print on natural
white, matte, ultra smooth, 100% cotton rag, acid and
lignin free archival paper. Archival inks are used and its
custom trimmed with a one inch border for framing.

CLICK HERE TO
Prices in USD unless marked otherwise.
Shipping not included.

CAN COOLER $27.00

shop the cooler

shop the print
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THE ART OF ADAPTION
II recently watched the 2002 film, Adaption. I
don’t remember paying much attention to it

“Let’s not get off the topic…this isn’t a pissing

when it first came out, but then again I have

contest. The point is, that what is so wonderful

always liked the idea that sometimes, books and
movies come to you at just the right time.
If it’s not the right time, you won’t be moved,but

specific insect that pollinates it.

if it is, then it’s quite magical. A chord will strike

There’s a certain orchid that looks exactly

and give you great pleasure. You get to enjoy

like a certain insect, and the insect is drawn

one of those moments where you say yes! That’s
exactly right!

‘By simply doing what they are
designed to do, something large and
magnificence happens in this sense,
they show us how to live, and that
the only barometer you have is your
heart.’

is that each flower has a relationship with the

to this flower - it’s double, it’s soul-mate. It
wants nothing more than to make love to it.

Adaption is the story of a screenwriter briefed

And after the insect flies off, it spots another

with the task of adapting a book into a movie. In

soul mate flower and makes love to it, thus

the process, he writes himself into his script and
the story becomes a story not about the book,
but about his challenges adapting it.

pollinating it. And neither the flower nor the
insect will never understand the significance

However, embedded in this film is also a lovely

of their lovemaking. I mean, how could they

message about plants and what they can teach

know that because of their little dance, the

us - not just about adaption, but living our lives.

world lives?

The story focuses on an orchid thief - this is the

By simply doing what they are designed to do,

man who is the subject of the original book.

something large and magnificence happens

Chris Cooper is fantastic in the role of John

in this sense, they show us how to live, and

Laroche, and he also gets the best lines. He gets
to give Meryl Streep, who is playing the role of
the journalist writing the book, the following
lecture (in italics in the next column) on the

that the only barometer you have is your
heart. When you spot your flower, you can’t
let anything get in your way.”

wonder of pollination. It’s so fantastic I just had
to share it!
jordanharcourthughes.com
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NEW GIFT PACKS

Save
$28.00

Stylish gift packages that save you money!

Jungle Rain
‘Sunday Retreat’
gift pack
$45.00
Includes my Jungle Rain designer

Now in
store!
$34.99

mug and 6 greeting cards with
envelopes.

shop the gift pack

Save
$26.00

Welcome to my first
selection of gift packs,
making it super-easy to
give a loved or a friend
something special!
All my designer gift packs
ship from my Sydney
home studio - you’re also
welcome to stop by and
pick one up in person!
These packs are also
specially priced to give
you some serious savings
compared to buying items
individually. What’s not to
love about that?

Heart of the
Matter Cafe
Lover’s gift pack
$55.00
Includes my Heart of the Matter
laptop case and designer mug.

shop the gift pack

Save
$28.00

Spring Blush
Lifestyle Gift Pack
$65.00
Includes my Spring Blush framed
print, small carry-all pouch and
designer mug.

shop the gift pack
Prices in USD.
Shipping not included.
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STOCK LIST

Featured products

A note about my online stores

Original Artworks

My art and design products are

The Audacity of the Jungle

AU $800.00

shop the painting

New products

available through a variety of online
marketplaces. All of them offer secure
shopping.
The click-to-purchase links will either

Serving Trays

From $39.00

shop the serving tray

take you to my personal website where
I sell original artworks and special

Coasters

shop the coasters

$15.00

Also available

packages, Society6, Fine Art America,
Roostery or Spoonflower. If you have
issues with any of these sites please let

XL Fine Art Print

$64.00

shop the print

Wall Clock

$34.99

shop the clock

Can Cooler

$27.00

shop the cooler

me know by emailing me at hithere@
jordanharcourthughes.com.
Pricing
Pricing is correct at the time of
publication. With the exception of
sales through jordanharcourthughes.
com, all pricing is in USD. Items also

Studio Gift Packs

ship from the US.

Jungle Rain ‘Sunday Retreat’
gift pack

AU $45.00

Shipping

shop the gift pack

Prices do not include shipping.
Shipping costs start at $10 and will be
calculated upon check out.

Heart of the Matter ‘Cafe Lovers’
gift pack

AU $55.00

shop the gift pack

Returns
I want you to love whatever you
purchase, so if you don’t, you can

Spring Blush Lifestyle
gift pack

AU $65.00

shop the gift pack

return it. Please let me know within
48 hours of recieving your goods.

To see the full Jungle Rain range, visit my website:
https://jordanharcourthughes.com/jungle-rain/
jordanharcourthughes.com

Jordan is a Sydney-based author, artist

Website: jordanharcourthughes.com

and designer. Her work, renown for

To visit my Society6 shop click here

a vibrant use of colour, is a dialogue

To visit my Fine Art America shop click here

about nature, abstract beauty, spiritual

To visist my Roostery shop click here

experience and pattern making.

E: hithere@jordanharcourthughes.com
Facebook:jordaninthestudio
Instagram: jordaninthestudio
Pinterest: jhhsydney

jordan in the studio
original art and design
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